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Abstract

The analysis of dynamic network data has become an increasingly relevant research issue, showing a high potential for applied use in organizations. To unlock its potential also for the target user group of non-domain experts, we introduce a software prototype, which provides different views on network dynamics, intertwining network analytical measures with options of visual exploration. To demonstrate, how this approach can provide new access to questions of knowledge management and accessibility, a case study of a university department will be discussed. By combining multi-relational data of communication networks with attribute data of individual knowledge domains, we show how essential knowledge and change management issues can be reframed from a social network perspective and further developed towards integrated applications in organizations.
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1. Introduction

Division of labor, which is a necessary precondition for organizational performance, means from the management perspective: the challenge to constantly control and coordinate actors with specific skills and specific knowledge. At least, this is how the classical (i.e. the heroic) management perspective is used to tell the story (Handy, 1991). From a cognitive science perspective, knowledge originates from an actor's expectation, addressed to environmental objects, issues, structures or processes (Johnson-Laird, 1980). Interaction with such entities can lead to the development of mental models or representations, which help to manipulate and cope with relevant parts of an actor's environment. Expectations or conjectures which continually prove themselves in practice can attain the state of “knowledge” - in terms of appropriate expectations and representations - but still have to undergo a constant process of collective evaluation and adaption (Harms, 2004).

Due to naturally restricted task and information processing capacities of individual actors, social collectives show a general tendency to differentiate or distribute their various aims on different (groups of) actors - hence developing ever refining subgroups of specialized knowledge and expertise (Boyd & Richerson, 2009). Given the ability to share specific knowledge via inter-actor-communication, social collectives can cultivate high standards of collaborative problem solving by developing highly differentiated trees and bodies of expert knowledge (see Figure 1).

Organizations, as socio-technical units which bundle specialized actors and tools to pursue common organizational aims (e.g. producing microprocessors, providing heart surgery, attacking or granting national security, transporting people, or mediating knowledge), hence have to solve the problem of (re-) integration and coordination of heterogeneous expertise by functions of communication and management (Hatch, 2006).

The classical “heroic” approach to such challenges of high diversity always has been – in a figurative sense – to counteract the tree of evolution by turning it upside down (i.e. transforming it into an organizational chart) and putting a manager on the top. This is the background, against which the network perspective makes those patterns visible, which build the factual infrastructure of collaboration by informally and pragmatically connecting the hierarchical branches of vertical hierarchies wherever need is given (Brass, Galaskiewicz, Greve, & Tsai, 2004). The associated “postheroic” approach to management is thus fostering notions of flat hierarchies and self-organizing networks of coequal actors for a long time (Handy, 1991; Etcher, 1997; Pearce & Barkus, 2004; Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005) (see Figure 2).

While this – in the meanwhile – is commonly accepted and widely practiced, we want to put the focus of the following considerations on challenges which arise from scenarios where such transitions have already taken place or are currently happening. When the structures of informal communication networks are crucial for collaborative performance, then their patterns and dynamics should be accessible also for non-experts in network analysis (Zenk, Windhager, Ettl-Huber & Smuc, 2011). When governing hierarchies or strict rules of communication are reduced, skills and technologies are gaining importance, which help the actors to operate and optimize their connectivity by themselves (Tenkasi & Boland, 1996).
What gains specific relevance in knowledge intensive organizations are means and methods to cope with coordination issues with respect to their highly diversified and distributed intellectual capital – meaning all areas of individual knowledge and skills which are on hand and have to be developed and connected anew to assure innovation and adaptivity to changing environments (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Such entering the area of knowledge management (KM), we want to focus on the question, how methods of organizational network analysis can be adapted to provide assistance in mastering the dynamic challenges of knowledge intensive communication.

In this context we want to discuss recent developments of the research project ViENA (Visual Enterprise Network Analytics), which is dedicated to both: unlocking dynamic network analysis for experts and non-expert users in organizations and doing this primarily on a visual level (Windhager, Zenk, & Federico, 2011). In chapter 2 we introduce its conceptual framework and the software prototype which has been developed. In chapter 3 we show results of a case study of knowledge communication at a university department and in chapter 4 we discuss options how to enrich the given framework of network analysis to integrate issues which are often delegated to isolated applications of knowledge management systems until now.
2. The ViENA framework and prototype

Visual Analytics “is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” (Thomas & Cook, 2005). This field of study systematically works on intertwining the remarkable human abilities of visual perception and pattern recognition with the advanced capabilities of machine computation to enable users to visually explore and make sense of large and complex data (Keim et al., 2008). As far as network analysis builds on visualizations, it could be reconstructed as part of the visual analytics domain since its early beginnings. Still, the role of visual representations is not undisputed and some research strands – especially towards network dynamics – put most of their efforts on computing stochastic models (Breiger, Carley, & Pattison, 2003; Sniders, Steglich, & van de Bunt, 2010). In contradistinction to these procedures, which presuppose high skills in data handling, formal thinking, and reasoning, the ViENA project is working on options to make dynamic network data accessible from a visual perspective (Windhager et al., 2011).

The strategic aim of this methodical readjustment is twofold: dynamic network experts shall be enabled to use such methods and tools for the purpose of early data exploration and the detection of salient patterns. On the other hand also other users, which may not necessarily be network experts (e.g. employees, managers or consultants) will be provided with the option to visually explore and evaluate (their own) organizational communication dynamics by a lowered threshold of analytical preconditions. As such, the functional architecture of the ViENA project is designed to provide experts and organizational actors the possibility to continuously evaluate (changes of) communication patterns from a network perspective (see Figure 3).

To identify visual analytical features and functionalities, which would provide relevant insights within an organizational context of dynamic network analysis, we conducted a user and task analysis by the means of semi-structured interviews. Based on the answers of 11 persons (SNA experts and business consultants), we assembled a list of general tasks (at the network level) and specific tasks (at node level), all focused on dynamic aspects. A general task would be to understand the structure of an entire network or its subgroups - and their evolution over time. Examples of tasks at the node level are the identification of key players and their increasing or decreasing levels of involvement, as well as the evaluation of transitions between leaving actors and their successors. Most prominently, analyses on general and specific levels should help to do both: support the planning of change management measures and enable the evaluation of their effects based on empirical data.

![Fig. 3. The ViENA framework and functional architecture within organizational analysis.](image-url)
The requested feature of displaying structural change over time - including before/after comparisons as basic data set with two time points - could be provided by various methods. A common solution is to map time to time, i.e. choosing animation or morphing for the visualization of structural change (McGrath & Blige, 2004). A second approach is to map time to a spatial dimension by arranging snapshots of network change chronologically side by side, i.e. layer comparison or juxtaposition (Andrews, Wohlfahrt, & Wurzinger, 2009). A third option is to merge temporal layers for seeing shifts of nodes or edges as positional deviations marked by different colors, i.e. layer merging or superimposition (Brandes & Corman, 2003). A fourth option is to stack temporal layers as a pile and view it from various angles – the so called 2.5D view (Dwyer & Gallagher, 2004). Despite the fact, that each of these views on network dynamics shows different kinds of strengths and weaknesses (Windhager et al., 2011) existing SNA software is used to offer only one of them. To put the user into the position of deciding, which one would fit or support her analytical tasks best, we brought three of them together (layer comparison, layer merging and 2.5D) and allow to switch between them at any given point of an analytical procedure (see Figure 4). To preserve an orientation guide for the time oriented exploration, the change between the three views happens via smoothly animated transitions, so that the shifting or maintaining alignment of the timeline could be easily followed.

Regardless of the chosen view on a dynamic network graph, a crucial challenge is the preservation of the mental map (Eades, Lai, & Sugiyama, 1991), i.e. minimizing unnecessary changes to increase comprehension and comparability over time. Conversely, empirical studies pointed out that for certain data and tasks, too much preservation is not needed and might be counterproductive (Purchase, Hoggan, & Görg, 2006). This involves the necessity to find a balance between chronologically shifting layouts and their approximate preservation. Alike the choice of the appropriate view, the fine-tuning of this balance between inter-node layout consistency and inter-time layout stability was consigned to user control (Federico, Aigner, Miksch, Windhager, & Zenk, 2011). Governed by this meta-variable, a continuously running force-directed algorithm (Heer, Card & Landay, 2005) computes the dynamic graph layout for each time slice, operating on a GraphML data input format. Basic visual interaction options like zooming, panning, and rotating allow for the selection of graph overviews or details.

Fig. 4. Dynamic Views offered by the ViENA prototype for dynamic network visualization.

1 The disadvantage of this method to produce artifacts of interpolation and to allow for the detailed comparison of network layers only by the means of a viewer’s memory, led to the decision to leave it initially aside.
To incorporate the established benefits of static network analysis, common node centered measures and metrics (e.g. degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector centrality) are computed and visualized on request (e.g. as node color, size, etc.). This integration of computational and visual techniques supports the analysis by enriching the node-link diagrams with global and topological properties and enables the visualization of node and network trends from a dynamic perspective (Moody, McFarland, & Bender-DeMoll, 2005). Finally, to support the task of visually analyzing ego-networks and their evolution, we developed two different modes of highlighting. Hence the temporal evolution of the social embeddedness of selected single actors or groups can be traced over time. In the 2.5D view, this task can be performed by additionally visualizing the trajectories of selected nodes and their neighbors, showing the trends of personal communication performance by expanding or decreasing bundles of traces (see Figure 7). Moreover, colors are blended along trajectories, reflecting the trends of node centered measures. To demonstrate and evaluate the outlined features, field data had to be collected and analyzed.

3. Case study: knowledge communication at a university department

The case study, which will be discussed to illustrate the potentials of visual analytical methods on empirical data, focused on knowledge communication at a university department. This type of organization has been chosen due to its broad range of individual tasks, competencies and expected knowledge communication processes. We introduce some of the main results - to assure anonymity by basing our description on renamed actors and knowledge areas.

3.1. Context information on the organization and data collection

The analyzed department focuses on research and education in various areas of social sciences. We gathered multirelational network data by four consecutive surveys conducted during the time period of 14 months by the means of online questionnaires. Every 3-4 months organizational members were asked about their knowledge communication to continuously measure the interpersonal network ties. At first, the department was structured into three organizational units, while a restructuring process was altering the initial compartmentalization between the third and fourth data collection. The number of the department staff varied between 33 and 34, with a total of 38 different persons considering the turnover.

Relational questions included relations of contentual and technical advice, intense collaboration, awareness of individual knowledge, knowledge substitution, discussion of new ideas and suggested communication that should be intensified. Further data collection focused on various demographic attributes and especially on given areas of individual knowledge and practical experience. To capture the shape of individual knowledge profiles, seven different knowledge categories were established, which were seen necessary for the collective pursuit of strategic tasks of the department (cf. Figure 14). These categories got further differentiated into 44 single knowledge domains, wherein all actors had to classify their personal skills as nonexistent, elementary (basic knowledge) or advanced (expert knowledge). Whereas these attribute data served for advanced network analysis, which will be introduced in the fourth chapter, the following section presents selected insights into the interpersonal knowledge networks as evolving infrastructure, along which skills and ideas have been exchanged and communicated.

3.2. Visually analyzing knowledge communication dynamics

A) Overview and Detail - Intense Collaboration Dynamics - Layer Comparison: Intense collaboration within projects or daily routines is to be seen as one of the most important generative factors of shared
knowledge. These networks could be read as the knowledge distributing backbone of the organization. Driven by a spring embedder layout (Barnes & Hut, 1986), Figure 5 shows three relatively well distinguished clusters from the overview perspective (actors colored by degree centrality) which mirror the formally established organizational units. The top row shows the evolution of the whole network, while the bottom row focuses on the single actor Christian (Ch, highlighted in red) and the decrease of his intense collaboration (ego-network, yellow) when leaving the organization for individual re-orientation.

Fig. 5. Layer Comparison view (spring embedder layout) on total collaboration dynamics, showing the evolution of three collaborative clusters (at the top) as well as the evolution of a subgroup (at the bottom), with one actor highlighted (Ch, red) to track his decreasing collaborative ties (ego-network, yellow) when leaving the team.

Fig. 6. Layer Merging view (spring embedder layout, hidden ties, shifting node positions shown as temporal trajectories) on total network dynamics (left) and on the evolution of a subgroup (right) and a selected actor (Ev) with his temporal track (red) and his current ego network (yellow).
Fig. 7. 2.5D view (spring embedder layout, node trajectories colored by affiliation to one of the three organizational units) on the total network dynamics of content related advice dynamics.

Fig. 8. 2.5D close-up on the involvement evolution of Evans (Ev, red), visualizing his increasing closeness centrality on his trajectory, changing from blue (low) to green (high closeness).
B) Overview and Detail - Layer Merging: The same network could be visualized from the layer merging perspective to accentuate strong shifts or changes of positions – like those near the bottom edge of the image (see Figure 6, left) (actors are colored by units). A close-up on the blue subgroup shows the highlighting of an actor Evans (Ev, red), whose track leads from the periphery towards the clusters core, due to his return from an organizational leave (contacts in yellow).

C) Overview and Detail - Content Related Advice - 2.5D View: The network of content related advice shows again three well distinguished clusters and a quite stable structure over time - illustrated by parallel trajectories, which indicate the maintenance of given structures (see Figure 7). Exceptions are the already known actor Christian at the top, whose trajectory is segregating from the main bundle due to reduced reachability and a handful of actors of the subgroup colored in bluegreen at the bottom of the layers, who departed from the organization due to a restructuring process. Other salient information provided by the 2.5D view are leavings and recruitings - like the second and third trajectory at the top, which show the entrance of the actor Sophia, substituting the leave of the actor Nadine. The option to zoom and rotate the 2.5D view enables the closer examination of specific structural components and their development over time, e.g. by mapping increasing or decreasing centrality measures onto single trajectories (see Figure 8).

3.3. Enhancing communication on communication by means of empirical data

With respect to the first part of the case study results, the main function of visual network analysis could be summarized as extension of network exploration options to be performed by experts as well as non-experts. While the former user group gains options of rapid data inspection and pattern detection, the latter could gain the opportunity for reflecting their own performance from a network view for the first time at all. Hence the interpretation of network visualizations by involved actors could benefit from existing knowledge about actors, groups and relevant events which happened in between two time points. Also the deduction or alignment of change management measures could be based on the complementing day-to-day perspectives from inside the organization, which are usually missing on sides of external experts. The same holds true for the evaluation of implemented measures or the effects of critical events, which could be collectively interpreted and discussed (e.g. whether the relational patterns are unexpected or got visible as expected, whether they could be affirmed or criticized, developed or optimized). As such, the potential of involved tool use lies in the options to initiate communication about existing communication and to facilitate its self-evaluation.

Yet, this might only lay ground to an extended assessment of organizational communication dynamics. While the preceding section focused on interpersonal knowledge communication the following considerations are expanding the analytical scope to individual attributes and the exploration of personal knowledge domains.

4. Reframing knowledge management from a network perspective

The aims and endeavours of knowledge management (KM) approaches are manifold and have led to a highly differentiated field of discourse, developments and a broad array of applications (Prusak, 1997; Dalkir & Liebowitz, 2011; Hislop, 2009; Maier, 2003). With regard to the given context, we want to reframe some of their basic questions from a network perspective.
4.1. Exploring individual profiles of knowledge:

Among the major issues of knowledge management, the challenge of orientation within an organization’s intellectual landscape is an ever recurring and major concern (Maier & Lehner, 2000; McDonald & Ackerman, 1998). How can members of a knowledge intensive organization know, which knowledge is on board altogether, how is it distributed, how far is it away from an ego perspective and who should be asked to find what one is looking for? Conceptual solutions, which react to these questions, are “yellow page” applications: a catalogue (or database), filing actors according to their areas of knowledge or expertise (Alavi & Leidner, 1999).

![Fig. 9. Sunburst diagram of an actor’s aggregated knowledge, showing the specific distribution as radial sunrays, levelled from general categories to basic and expert knowledge.](image)

![Fig. 10. Comparing different actor’s individual distributions of knowledge and expertise.](image)

From our perspective, the integration of this individual (actor-centered) perspective with the interpersonal network perspective can help a lot to understand the day-to-day interdependencies of both (see also Ibarra, Kilduff, & Tsai, 2002). To visually analyze knowledge as attribute data of embedded actors, we take on sunburst diagrams (Chuah, 1998; Stasko, Catrambone, Guzdial, & McDonald, 2000), as they are capable to display categories in a radial and hierarchical style, visually arranging themselves around actors as attribute carriers. For the knowledge data collected within the context of the case study, the function principle of this kind of diagram is explained in Figure 9.

This kind of diagram not only allows for the detailed visual analysis of individual attribute data (see Figure 10), it could also be integrated into network visualizations, being displayed as peripheral information visualization, surrounding single actors (see Figure 14).
4.2. Exploring the interpersonal distribution of knowledge

Building on the notion of knowledge about knowledge (Cross, Parker, Prusak, & Borgatti, 2001), which is located in individual actors, the possible flows of specific knowledge within organizations can be analyzed on a new level of detail. Taking on these extended exploration options, the structural position of experts and their knowledge could be re-evaluated to ensure appropriate knowledge accessibility in the network.

In the following, two knowledge domains (Course Administration and Process Management) will be selected to demonstrate the domain specific visual exploration of the advice network data. These knowledge domains were identified as being crucial for the day-to-day work and hence should be accessible to all of the employees. About half of the actors stated to be an expert in CA, but only one actor stated to be an expert in PM. To analyze the structural reachability of experts, employees were asked whom they turn to, if they need content related advice. Building on this relational infrastructure, the structural distribution and individual accessibility of various knowledge domains could now be visually explored.

In Figure 11 and 12, the respective advice networks are visualized by a force directed layout to show the possible flows of knowledge of the selected domains. If a person A asks a person B for advice, knowledge flows from person B to person A, indicated by an arrow from B to A. The color saturation of the actors are based on their knowledge levels concerning the specific domain (saturated color: expert knowledge, desaturated color: basic knowledge, gray: no knowledge in this domain). The colors of the relations are based on the actor who gives advice to visualize the possible knowledge accessibility.

Fig. 11. The distribution and accessibility of the specific domain “course administration” (CA) in the advice network (spring embedder layout) saturated color: expert knowledge, desaturated color: basic knowledge, gray: no knowledge in this domain).
In Figure 11 the knowledge of course administration is spread throughout the organization. Most of the employees are experts in this field and persons who are not experts can connect directly to an expert to seek advice. As opposed to this, the knowledge distribution of process management is visualized in Figure 12. There is only one expert (Nina) who is positioned on the left side of a dense subgroup and all direct contacts but one are also located in this group. Only one actor (Stan) from another subgroup is directly connected to this expert and he does not have basic knowledge in that domain. This means, that the knowledge flow of this domain is restricted to a specific subgroup of the advice network, without the opportunity to be immediately shared within the organization.

Regarding relational knowledge management over time, two interventions could be planned to optimize the distribution of crucial knowledge. From an actor-based perspective, actors could be identified who should be trained in a specific knowledge domain in order to allow employees to directly contact experts in the field. These new experts should be positioned centrally (closeness centrality) to enable others to efficiently seek advice. Referring to Figure 12, this person should be located on the right side of the advice network in which no expert is located and the person should be close to many other actors in this area (e.g. Manuel instead of Christian). From a relation-based perspective, the knowledge flows could be optimized by encouraging additional interpersonal communication patterns. Nina, as the only expert in PM, is positioned on the left side of the network and there is only one connection to the right side. Making Nina directly accessible for the actors on the other side of the advice network would enhance the distribution of her knowledge (e.g. by regular meetings concerning this domain or a weekly internal consultation-hour). To evaluate whether or not these interventions have an effect on the knowledge distribution, the dynamic features of network analysis – including before-after comparisons – come into play again.

Fig. 12. The distribution and accessibility of the specific domain “process management” (PM) in the advice network.
4.3. Exploring the collective knowledge space

So far, we showed how to visualize the distribution of organizational knowledge domains from the perspective of an individual actor (4.1) and how to visualize the knowledge flows throughout the organization from the perspective of specific knowledge domains (4.2). To analyze the distribution of all knowledge domains from all actors, we will show the similarity of actors based on their expertise. As mentioned earlier, some knowledge areas are widely distributed throughout the department (e.g. course administration). In our data each pair of actors shares at least one knowledge area. When transforming this 2-mode network (actors and knowledge) into a 1-mode network (actors and actors) a fully connected graph will be the outcome. From the perspective of network visualization, the force-directed layout algorithm (Barnes & Hut, 1986) may not produce an appropriate image to visually understand the underlying structure of the network if no network manipulation (e.g. line reduction based on a given threshold) is performed.

To tackle this challenge, we use multidimensional scaling (MDS) to visualize the collective knowledge space by positioning actors with similar knowledge close to each other (Torgerson, 1952). For the input matrix of the MDS we calculate a knowledge distance between every pair of actors as the sum of the absolute knowledge differences, e.g. if we assume three knowledge categories X, Y, and Z and two actors A with knowledge \{1,0,2\}, and actor B with knowledge \{2,1,2\}, then the knowledge distance between actor A and B is 2. The resulting MDS should therefore position actors nearby each other when their knowledge, but also their lack of knowledge, is similar.

In Figure 13 a two-dimensional plot (on the left) and a three-dimensional plot (on the right) are visualized. The axes in the two-dimensional plot represent the dimensions (i.e. eigenvectors), the colors represent the three different units of the department. Due to the fact that the data is based on a fully connected graph, the ties are not drawn in this network. One result to mention in the two-dimensional plot is that the person with the largest amount of knowledge categories (Ines, the outer left actor) is located in a peripheral position because her knowledge distance is, of course, larger compared to the other actors. This is a counter-intuitive result, as from network visualization experiences one would expect such actors being positioned in the center of the visualization. Looking at the colors of the actors based on units, we see separated groups of all three teams and overlapping areas. Using a third eigenvector to visualize a three dimensional space, results in a visualization shown on the right side of Figure 13. The lines in this

Fig. 13. MDS visualization of actors - closeness indicating similarity of their expertise - in 2D (left) and 3D (right), units are colored red, blue, and green, gray actors are in no units, other colors in more than one unit.
visualization do not represent axes but auxiliary lines to show the different groups. Hence it is possible to cluster the actors according to their affiliation by visually exploring the 3-dimensional image.

To bring individual knowledge back into the network based MDS-view of the knowledge space (Figure 13, left), we used a reduced version of the sunburst diagrams (i.e. ring charts) to show expertise in seven categories and implemented them into the diagram (see Figure 14). Even if the positioning of the nodes is based on the detailed knowledge categories and the ring charts show just the seven top-level categories, the grouping of similar knowledge - as well as lack of knowledge - is obvious. On a group level, the green unit shows the highest expertise diversity, followed by the red unit and the blue unit. Also on the level of functional analysis, the visualization shows coherent groupings of similarity, which reassemble clusters of roles and responsibilities within the organization.

![Fig. 14. MDS visualization of knowledge similarity in 2D, combined with the visualization of advanced knowledge within seven knowledge categories – displayed by ring charts (colored segments showing existing expertise).](image-url)
4.4. Further options to integrate KM issues into a relational perspective

Building on the re-evaluation and optimization of communication networks, which can arise out of dynamic network monitoring outlined in chapter 3 and extended approaches of knowledge and network exploration described in this chapter, further options to integrate organizational data into dynamic network models can be conceptualized.

Due to the basic tenets of the paradigm of process management (PM), organizational knowledge is not only located in individual actors and their knowledge communication networks, but also in their daily activities, which are structured by processes and projects as chronologically specified chains of (future) activities (Kohlbacher, 2010). As these processes and projects could be explicaded and, in fact, get widely modelled and mapped (Madison, 2005), a long term aim of the research project ViENa is to integrate the process and network perspective as two complementary paradigms of visualization (Windhager et al., 2011). As a conceptual mock-up, Figure 15 shows how process chains (in terms of activity streams or process logs) could visually incorporate into the 2.5D view on network dynamics. Along the given trajectories of single nodes, various events (like individual operations, social collaborations and other performance data) can be noted and linked. In conjunction with business management systems such embedded process logs can serve as chronologically growing attribute data repository of individual actors and help to enrich their knowledge profiles, to be explored by other actors in search for specific process expertise.

5. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we have presented a dynamic network approach to knowledge and communication management. Building on a newly developed software prototype for the visual analysis of network change, we showed on basis of the case study of a university department, how the exploration of network data can provide insights into existing communication and collaboration structures. In contrast to purely static analyses, a major benefit of the outlined dynamic approach is the opportunity to visually analyze and evaluate structural change, including individual or organizational performance, personal turnover, or the effect of already implemented change management measures over time. By further enriching dynamic network models with actor and attribute data, we showed how the intra- and inter-individual distribution of organizational knowledge domains can be visualized. In contrast to largely individualistic, actor-centred methods of human resources management, this integrated approach also allows for an ongoing evaluation and development of the social accessibility of crucial skills and areas of expertise.

---

**Fig. 15.** Integrated dynamic network perspective (2.5D) on organizational processes and activities.
To bridge a structural gap towards process oriented modelling paradigms and to overcome various limitations of relational data collection, we want to address further research towards integrated approaches of network and process data exploration. From an inter-operational perspective, the resulting question is how to take advantage of existing project and process models to develop appropriate tools for visually supporting the long term developments, as well as the daily processes of organizational learning and change.
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